So, How Did the
Nurses Feel About the
Day?
.

Survey Comments

Nurse Comments
• Far and above exceed my initial expectation. Looking forward to next
year.
• Ten stars. Terrific seminar
• Very well organized event, with a little hiccup in the beginning due to
issues with IT.
• As an old dog, I was actually excited that I was able to learn new
things....made the whole day worthwhile. Loved the venue, food was
exceptional for being catered (you would never know). Only negative
was that some of the younger participants found it necessary to chat,
which sometimes made it harder to hear the speaker, even with the
audio system. Excellent day for me.

• Loved the location and content we will come again
• Great program!
• Very good and effective seminar
• I learnt a lot especially the CT of the brain
• I wish we had more time to look at GWTG and see her tips and tricks.
I really enjoyed my day. Looking forward to next year!
• I felt a little seasick as the ship bobbed back and forth at the dock and
the air felt stifled when it wasn't blowing. Maybe increase the air
flow...?
• It was a wonderful event that showed dedication and appreciation for
nurses. Very insightful stroke information and education provided.
Great job Pam.
• Handouts in bigger font

.• Some of the presentations had tables that were difficult to see in

presentation and in the booklet. Having a PDF version on a flash drive
would help. Thanks!
• Great topic and delivery, great venue, great time! Thank you so much
Pam!
• Loved the scan reads and the information regarding pre-hospital care.
• Thank you!! We all had fun and learned tons!
• It was overall very enjoyable and I learned a lot more about caring for
stroke patients. I truly appreciated the patients presentation. Very
touching. Keep it up! Was not very interested in the data portion
• Thank you for the invitation. As a new Stroke Coordinator, this was
very helpful.
• Excellent and unique venue with excellent food and excellent
speakers. Learned new updates

.• One of my favorite conferences. I loved the stroke survivor panel at

the end. Very inspiring and motivating. Thank you Pam!
• Great venue and food options. More speaker variety/shorter lectures
and color coded handouts would be appreciated.
• Would have liked to have the speakers talk at front of the screen at
and not toward the mid section of the tables. I could not keep turning
my head.
• This is a great symposium for neuroscience nurses. It's a combination
of good learning and relaxing environment. Thank you Pam for the
opportunity to be in this symposium.
• Hearing from the stroke survivors and seeing how far they have come
is really rewarding. I work in the ICU so I only get to see them at their
worst. Nice to see how well people can do after a stroke.
• Amazing cme

.• It was very interesting the seminar was excellent. I will be back next

year.
• Great! Please do more of other Neuro processes
• Excellent presentation on ct scan readings
• I thought the topics were great and the location, boat, and food were
excellent. Please do this event again.
• I really enjoyed the seminar, I would’ve liked to see more speakers.
It’s hard to stay focused when one individual is reviewing the majority
of the content. Having different speakers helps to switch things up.
I’ve attended several seminars, symposiums, and conferences and this
is the first time I’ve had the privilege of witnessing testimonies from
stroke survivors. This was my favorite part of the seminar. In practice
we see patients at their worst, it was refreshing to hear their stories.
• great event for nurses!

• I did not realize it was going to be so heavy in regards to “how-to’s” of data
entry, etc. But as a nurse that is apart of the hyper acute stroke team, my
gratitude for the work our stroke coordinator does grew enormously. I
think it would be great to hear about other programs successes, helpful
tips on how to make stroke programs better based on any sort of research,
or input from programs across the country. I would love to hear about
strategies that work or don’t work from other programs. Also loved the
stroke survivor panel.
• Wonderful presentation and very organized. The speakers were
knowledgeable and it was nice getting to listen to stroke survivors.
• Very enjoyable
• Loved the education
• My only constructive criticism would be to maybe have the data
management presentation earlier in the day, because it was a little hard for
me to focus on it after lunch. It could also be because I don't do anything
with data management in my current role, so take that into consideration
too. I think having the neuro anatomy/imaging in the morning was great
because we're all more alert then.

•. The presentations & topics makes a difference for knowing how to
detect early signs & symptoms for treatment & recovery & avoidance
of deficits.
• Great event! My favorite section was learning how to read and dissect
CTs & MRIs
• Keep it up
• Great content
• I look forward to attending again, in the future
• Thank you so much for offering this education to stroke coordinators!
It had information that I found to be valuable in helping me with
some of the "technical" aspects of my job that I didn't quite have a
handle on yet
• The program is great and I would recommend to others. As stated
before I would like to see more about Joint Commission in general
being educated on.

.• Very informative and well organized
• Stroke Educator (OT) to speak more directly about her goals and
standards that need to be met, rather than the speaking only to an
audience of coordinators (unless appropriate). Overall, very nice
presentation
• Great educational day. Gained so much. Loved the imaging
slides/discussions. Highly recommended.
• Would love to see more neuroplasticity information.

